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Loline
Good planning and equipment selection is the

key to good performance with the resulting

improvement in standards of both cleanliness

and hygiene.

Careful consideration of each and

every area to be cleaned, the

frequency necessary and the staff availability

is essential and by ensuring the

correct equipment

selection to meet

your criteria, efficiency will

be seen to increase and the

quality of the results will visibly

improve.

Loline. Setting an entirely new standard and level

of acceptance for professional floorcare... putting

convenience and results first.

Loline... going
where others
can’t go!

100cm (39”)

30cm (12”)



230V
AC 50Hz400W 330mm 330mm 330mm

Motor Deck Brush Pad Power

NLL415

The new Loline rotaries

have been designed

specifically to meet this

demand and raises the

handling and performance levels

to an exceptional user friendly

standard be it for men or women

operators.

The smallest model in the Loline range

can claim performance characteristics

equal to that of bigger, more industrial

machines, yet with an ease and speed of

operation that will immediately endear it to

any operator.

A full range of 33cm

(13”) brushes and pad drives

allows the machine to be used for

all of the primary floorcare functions.

 With a total weight of only 18Kg and

an operating speed of 200rpm the

machine literally exudes convenience

and versatility.  Fast and user

friendly like never before.

The Loline 415 model

embodies all of the many

unique features of the 332 but

is suitable for a range of larger

40cm (16”) brushes and 36cm (14”)

floor pads.

With this machine running at an operating

speed of 150rpm it is a genuine taskmaster,

satisfying a whole host of floor maintenance

needs, be it polishing, scrubbing or rotary

carpet cleaning, and yet with an ease of handling

that cannot fail to impress any

user, and even more so

where extended operating

hours are part of the daily routine.

The solution tank system allows for easy

use and compact storage, whilst its

unique universal filling system

adds further to operator

convenience.

200rpm 32m 18Kgs

Speed Range Weight Size

1145 x 330
x 540mm

230V
AC 50Hz400W 400mm 400mm 360mm

Motor Deck Brush Pad Power

150rpm 32m 18.5Kgs

Speed Range Weight Size

1145 x 360
x 540mm

(33cm/200rpm) (40cm/150rpm)

The Loline range of low
profile floorcare
machines has been
developed to meet both
the growing demand and
need for a choice of models
that are smaller in size, lighter
in weight, compact and
convenient in storage
whilst, at the same time,
being quick and easy
to use without loss
of performance.

NLL332

With the increasing
demand and need for
higher standards of
cleanliness, the Lolines will
put truly useable power in
the hands of the operator, yet
with a level of convenience
that cannot fail to
impress and,
subsequently, to
improve both
efficiency and
the final
results.

Compact storage

Heavy-duty
drive sytem

Easy-fill system

Operator
control
centrePolyscrub Heavy

Duty Scrubbing
Brush

Nyloscrub Light Duty Scrubbing Brush

Union Mix Polishing Brush

Nuloc Pad Drive

Polyscrub Heavy
Duty Scrubbing
Brush

Nyloscrub Light Duty Scrubbing Brush

Union Mix Polishing Brush

Nuloc Pad Drive


